The Hamiltonian for the electron interaction is decoupled within the Hartree-Fock approximation, by taking into account (a;,k,av 1 ka> for the interband transition from 11, to v,.
In a crystal with N. electrons moving around N lattice sites, the magnetic moment Morb is assumed to be the sum of the angular momentum l around each site. If we take the atomic function or the Wannier function, w, (r) =I v), belonging to a band v to be real, the diagonal element (viZiv) is zero. Here we assume the localization of the W annier function and consider only the matrix element with respect to the same site. This is called the Wannier function approximation. In this case we have for the z-component 
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fluctuations!) and the other the enhancement for the interband contributions by the exchange scattering between electrons. 2 >~•> In this paper, we consider only the response Xorb=Xorb (0) for the spatially uniform and static magnetic field, which is reduced to the calculation of the expectation value a/'"' of a/'"'. In calculating the correlation effect in the transition metal, the Hubbard model is frequently used. In this model, the difference in the Coulomb and exchange scattering, which are defined with respect to momentum changes of electrons, is put out of account. The model will be useful for the problem where only the exchange scattering plays a role. Therefore, for a calculation within the Hartree-Fock approxi"mation, we make the decoupling for the Hamiltonian of electron interactions, taking into account (a:,k,av,ka) (v2=Fv,) and the above difference in the s~attering. From this, it is seen that Xorb is enhanced by the molecular field due to the exchange scattering similarly to the case of spins. From this exchange enhanced expression, it is expected that an orbital ferrostate occurs in the region of negative susceptibility. The stability of magnetic phase with account of the orbital degeneracy was recently discussed on the basis of the Hubbard model. 5 > The ordering relating to the orbital magnetic moment was not treated in these studies, because (a:,ka a.,ka) was taken to be real. We investigate the condition of the occurrence of the orbital ordering and the phenomenon of the mixed orderings for spins and orbitals by solving the self-consistent equation. § 2. A decoupled Hamiltonian for electron interactions
The Hamiltonian 3{ of the electronic system in a uniform and weak magnetic field Hz parallel to the z-axis is expressed by 2 
If a spin ferro-state is considered, Evka represents the Hartree-Fock energy in its state, and 3C?;t is the Hartree-Fock part of the electron interaction included in the first term. The infinity in C() is eliminated by introducing positive uniform charge background and negative one ~ith equal magnitude. 6 > We now carry out the decoupling for 3Ce-e within the Hartree-Fock approximation, taking into account only <a:,ka a.,ka) with the same spin o. The decoupled Hamiltonian will also be used to investigate the orbital ordering for Ne/N«;;l which is, in this paper, taken to be parallel to the z-axis with the spatial uniformity. In making the decoupling, the matrix elements for the Coulomb and exchange scattering appear. In terms of the Coulomb and exchange parameters Uc~vi, u with the Fermi-Dirac occupation number hka· The above result for the orbital susceptibility, for which the imaginary part of (a:,k• av,ka) is responsible, expresses that the Kubo-Obata susceptibilitll is enhanced by the exchange scattering. It is noted that the equation of motion leads to r;/'v' =0. Also, if we consider a perturbation L::.,,..,Cv•••'lJ+v'"', in which 'lJ+v'v'='lJt"'"'+'l)('"', due to external charges and assume that the correlation effect on r;/'"' causes the screening, then we can show that the orderings rJr:t' are both not present. Therefore we put r;/'"' = 0 in this paper. Since the spin susceptibility X• for the degenerate n band case with F/"=F in a paramagnetic state is given by (2·10) the enhancement factor for Xorb is smaller than that for X•· Here f.!.e is the Bohr magneton and we assumed the exchange parameters to be independent of band indices.
The enhancement for Xorb is due to the molecular field. To see this, we notice that an effective field takes place of H, as shown in the effective interaction !/{/: 
we can rewrite !/{ as 
We examine the solution of a 1 in a spin saturated ferro-state, taking the energy Evkf in the orbital para-state to be
If we denote by 2 213 ( 0 the Fermi level for a 1 =0 at the absolute zero, we have
In terms of
Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, ( the Fermi energy, and
From the expression for the electron number at a finite temperature and Eq. (3 ·12), we obtain
where Eq. (3 ·10) has been used.
We now make a consideration for the orbital ordering at the absolute zero. Since We now examine the orbital ordering for Hz=O. If it is present, then Eq. (3 ·19) should have a solution gt larger than S0/ Aorb from the definition (3 ·16). For Eq. (3 ·19) in this case, the left-hand side with gt = S0/ Aorb is larger than the right-hand side with the same gt. Therefore, the condition for the ordering is
The expressions for N, and N 2 , which are the number of electrons occupying the bands 1 and 2 in the orbital para-state at the absolute zero, respectively, lead now q'-----
1>y,>O for 2z;s>B >i_
for B~> 2z;s. • 
for all regions. The a, dependence of E is shown in Fig. 4 . From the figure, we obtain the value of a, to minimize E. It is seen that the values of a, are discontinuous against A, or Aorb· From the value obtained for a., we obtain the value of a. by the use of Fig. 3 . are not independent each other. The relation between A, and Aorb• for which the orbital ordering really occurs, is obtained from Fig. 5 . This is shown by the full curve in Fig. 6 . From the figure, we can see the following thing. The orbital ordering occurs for the values of il., and Aorb smaller than those to give the divergent orbital susceptibility. Further, the presence of A·orb smaller than (2/3) 2 213 has no effect on a., as also seen from Fig. 2, and These expressions are shown in Fig. 7 .
Next we consider the total susceptibility X m the degenerate two band case.
If we expand Eqs. ( 4 · 9) """' ( 4 ·12) with respect to H., we can easily obtain X· Carrying out the calculation in each region for the case at= 0, we obtain (5·4) where for at< (1 +a,) /2 and a.,<l a=~(1+a,+2a,)-'1 3 ,
c--a, 3 '
The expressions for a 1 = (1 +a,) /2 with a,<1 and for a 1 <1 with a,= 1 can be derived by taking the corresponding limits in Eqs. (5 · 5) . The values are shown in Fig. 8 states with the positive and negative moments around the z-axis. When the orbital ordering occurs in the spin unsaturated ferro-state, we must solve the problem of the mixed orderings for spins and orbitals. As the result, the orbital orderings for a given value of As occurs at Aorb smaller than the value of Aorb corresponding to Xorb = oo, and simultaneously the spin ordering suffers an effect from the occurrence of the orbital ordering. This is similar to the result for the mixed orderings for as, y 1 + Yt and r 1 ~ Yt which was derived hy Cyrot et al. 5 > on the basis of the Hubbard Hamiltonian, putting out of account the other orderings. 5 > lnagaki et aP> treated various ordering parameters including interband effects on the basis of the Hubbard Hamiltonian, and determined the magnetic phase from the regions of negative response functions and the comparison of the energies of the system between possible phases. They took into account only J of one type with respect to band indices. The parameters U, U' and J are then independent of the phase of the wave function, and the different quantities r;, and a 6 cannot be discriminated,*> and they put a,=O. The orbital ordering parameter a,, which is proportional to the imaginary part of ~k(aikaa1 ka), is in a close relation with the magnetic moment and we have investigated the possibility of an ordering for a,, which is physically different from the orbital orderings in Ref. 5) , by a treatment similar to _for these and the ordering for excitonic phases. 10 >
